


Our title for this year’s Jaymarandy Livestock Online Angus Bull Sale is “Grow Where 
You Are Planted” and as such you will see our sale being a stand alone sale with a 
smaller offering, taking place on our farm and online. This is all new for us, but we 
continue to stand by the belief that quality always supersedes quantity. Along with 
that, we also believe that: 

 1. Cows should work for you, not the other way around. 
 2. Live calves pay bills so fertility and calving ease are vital. 
 3. Quality cattle will always bring a premium no matter what the industry is doing. 
 4. There is nothing more critical in your breeding decisions than the decision to invest in great cows.

We have invested in great cows to lead our program through direct purchases, embryo transfer of off farm pedigrees 
and embryo transfer of our own elite cows. What we have found is, no matter how hard you search, not every cow 
brought into the program has been a standout producer. Our goal is to produce top quality cattle and to do it 
consistently. The only way to do this is to cull the cattle that don’t meet our standards to avoid wasting another 
producer’s time in inferior production. It hurts at times but the industry does better for it.

This year’s offering is one we are very proud of because it is strong on calving ease, fertility and maternal traits, yet 
deep in visual appeal with soundness and muscle shape at its core. It is consistent with many bulls tracing back to our 
foundation, the ‘Grace’ cow family. We have added some key additions that expand our bloodlines, from herd sires 
that are relevant in the industry but have ensured the breeding is consistent with our program goals. Whether you are 
looking for performance or calving ease, the maternal component will always be a guarantee.  

Our largest group will be the Copenhagen Smile sons - a home raised embryo son of one of the greatest bulls in 
the Black Angus breed history, from a dam that is considered the most phenotypically ideal donor in the Bohrson 
Marketing arsenal. 

Copenhagen Smile is a bull that is solidifying our programs consistency. We believe his sons are standout commercial 
bulls and his females are absolutely stunning beef cows and have garnered industry acceptance at a high caliber. A 
daughter, Jaymarandy Grace 4H was the selection of Beaman X6 Ranches from La Salle Colorado from the Pick of our 
2020 heifers in the Premier and Guests Falls View Production Sale in December. 

Another fall sale highlight was the sale of Jaymarandy Grace 901G through the Keystone Klassic, again to Beaman X6 
Ranches and partner Clinton Laflin from Kansas. The part we are very proud of is that both sides of her pedigree carry 
the Jaymarandy Livestock name. 

We are growing continuously and we are growing into a global market right here at home. We want to be your 
commercial bull supplier and your production cow factory. We want you to invest in us, grow with us and allow us to be 
your program of choice. It is what we aspire to do daily. 

You will see throughout the catalogue many pictures of our children. Owen is 5 and is a puzzler and really enjoys 
dinosaurs. Finn is 3 and enjoys every minute he can get outside on the tractor or in a cow pen. Corban is 2, and as 
the baby he is not fearful enough. He is often found wandering in the cow pen so we are glad our cows are curious 
and don’t have docility issues. These guys are a handful on a daily basis and we feel blessed to be their parents. I look 
forward to when we can get them involved in the junior programs. 

Please feel free to contact us prior to the sale for viewing of the bulls. We are having an open house with the sale, 
however, we will open up the pens to you any day you can make it to view.  Please be our guest.

Sincerely,  

Mark and Elisabeth Angus

Mark, Elisabeth, Owen,   
Finnley & Corban Angus

Box 1273
Beausejour, MB  R0E 0C0

P: 204-281-5099 
jaymarandy@gmail.com

www.jaymarandylivestock.com
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From the desk at t bar...
Welcome to the Jaymarandy Livestock Online Angus Bull sale, April 
6 – 7, 2021 at the farm, Beausejour, Manitoba. Viewing is any day prior 
the sale with a horserace closeout on April 7 at 6:00 P.M. This new 
Angus event is penned “Grow where you are planted.”

Over the past decade, Mark and Elisabeth Angus have put together 
an outstanding group of cows to base their program around. Several 
are donors headlined by the “Grace” cow family. For their premiere 
event, the numbers are small but the genetics elite. As you read 
through this catalogue, the Jaymarandy folks show you up front 
documentation on each bull and the influence of the mother. No 
doubt the “Copenhagen Smile” sons will be features and rightfully so. 

What a wonderful group to choose from. Optimal in frame size, optimal in birth weight, these 
rugged, hairy sire prospects will fit all types of programs as they can add pounds at weaning and 
add the high maternal factor… you will want to retain every daughter for your herd replacements.

Plan to stop by the farm prior the sale and view the bulls and their mothers. Since Mark and 
Elisabeth both have off farm jobs, please call ahead for them to arrange meeting you for the tour. 
Feel free to give them a call anytime to discuss the bulls and those that will suit your breeding 
requirements.

If we may be of assistance, prior to or sale day, feel free to contact any of the T Bar team or myself, 
we will help you in a professional manner.

Ben Wright

Value Added Program 
1. All sale bulls will be tie broke at a minimum.

2. All sale bulls will have carcass data available prior to April 1, 2021.

3. All bulls will have both shots of Fusoguard, foot rot vaccine prior to the sale.

4. All bulls will have Angus GS enhanced EPD’s for the sale.

Sale Management
T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd

Box 2330
Warman, Saskatchewan S0K 4S0
P: 306-933-4200  info@tbarc.com

Chris Poley
306-220-5006

Shane Michelson 
403-363-9973

Ben Wright
519-374-3335
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OnlineBull Sale
April 6-7

2021
Beausejour, Manitoba

Sale Management:
T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd
Box 2330
Warman, Saskatchewan S0K 4S0
P: 306-933-4200  info@tbarc.com

Chris Poley:    306-220-5006
Shane Michelson:   403-363-9973
Ben Wright:    519-374-3335

Sale Consultants
Trouw Nutrition Representative:
Derek Riemer:     204-371-9093
Grunthal Auction Mart Rep:
Brad Kehler:     204-346-2440
2021 Cowherd Manager:
Allen Rawluk:     204-314-0411

Sale day phone numbers:
Mark Angus    204-281-5099
Elisabeth Angus    204-230-7688

Cattle Viewing:
As with any start from scratch operation, Elisabeth and I both 
work off farm jobs. We request that you call in advance for 
viewing.  April 6th will serve as sale kick off and Open House with 
complementary food and beverages. Viewing of cattle prior to 
April 6-7 is available, welcomed and appreciated. With social 
distancing in place of course.

Directions:
2 miles South of Beausejour from the junction of Hwy 44 and Hwy 
302 (Tim Hortons), 1/4 Mile West on Mile Rd 70N. Municipal Site 
41127

Terms:
Terms of sale are cash or cheque. All cattle must be settled for with 
in seven (7) days of auction close out unless prior arrangements 
have been made. Cattle will not be released until satisfactory 
settlement has been received.

Air Service:
Air service provided by all major carriers to Winnipeg Richardson 
International Airport. 45 minutes drive to Jaymarandy Livestock.

Guarantee:
The sale offering is guaranteed to be fertile and reproductively 
sound. All bulls will sell having been semen and soundness 
evaluated by a representative of Beausejour Animal Hospital and 
sell in accordance with the terms and conditions outlined by the 
Canadian Angus Association.
Beausejour Animal Hospital  204-268-2177

Interest and Possession:
Unless otherwise stated prior to sale start, Jaymarandy Livestock 
reserves the right to 50 units of owner’s use semen on all bulls in 
the sale.  If deemed necessary and if the semen is not collected 
prior to the sale Jaymarandy Livestock will collect the semen 
at the convenience of the new owner and at the expense of 
Jaymarandy Livestock.

Health:
All cattle sell under functional health and are vaccinated 
with Covexin Plus, Bovishield Gold and Fusoguard x2 for  
foot rot prevention pre-breeding season. All bulls will receive 
pre-breeding Vitamin A, D and E boosters.

Liability:
The Angus family and Jaymarandy Livestock assumes no 
responsibility or liability for accident or injuries that occur on the 
sale premises.

Delivery:
Jaymarandy Livestock will work with the new owners to get your 
purchase(s) to you in a timely manner.  Jaymarandy will provide 
delivery to central points (black top access sale facilities) of 
Western and Eastern Canada prior to May 1 for no cost to all 
purchases exceeding $4,000 per head. This will be done at our 
convenience. After May 1 all cost of transport will be incurred by 
the purchaser.

Transport to the USA and Western Canada provided by:
Rainy Creek Farms of Bentley Alberta 403-877-0799
Transport to the USA and Eastern and Western Canada provided by:
H.S. Knills Transport of Paris Ontario 519-442-3106

**All bulls picked up sale day and the following week will  
receive an additional $100.00 off their sale purchases**

American purchasers:
Jaymarandy Livestock will assist with delivery into a central 
location in North Dakota at no transport cost. All cost health/
export papers is that of the purchaser. Jaymarandy Livestock will 
do all necessary testing at the farm prior to transport.

BIDDING STARTS  
AT 8AM ON April 6

HORSERACE CLOSE-OUT  
AT 6PM ON April 7
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Sight Unseen Purchases:
All bulls are pictured and will have sale videos done within 45 days 
of the sale to provide as updated as possible visual assessment 
available.  All bulls will also be foot scored according to the 
Canadian Angus Association assessment photos.  With all of this 
provided, if you require further assistance in your assessment 
of the bulls and cannot make it to the farm please call Mark in 
advance of the sale day and we can discuss your needs. The bulls 
will be as we discuss them, period. (Absentee bidding)

Absentee bidding:
Despite all the technology available, some folks just don’t want 
that type of exposure. And I don’t blame those that want to stay 
off the grid. If you want to participate in the auction and don’t 
utilize internet then please contact Mark or any of the sales staff 
and we will handle your bids with integrity. Your money will be 
managed as if it is yours…well…because it is yours.

Calving ease score:
*  Cows only
**  Cows and big heifers 
***  Heifers 

Dam’s docility at calving score or DDAC: 
We have developed a dam’s docility at calving as we pride 
ourselves on breeding bulls with highly maternal pedigrees and 
as such expect customers would want to understand what the 
potential replacements will be like to deal with as cows at calving 
time. Personally, I will cull a cow based solely on temperament 
regardless of how well she produces. Our children are often in 
the pen with cattle and the cows had better behave or the cow 
will be served at McDonalds.

1/5 - Poor demeanour and sells with calf in the fall.
2/5 - Best managed in a later calving interval and best managed out of barn.
3/5 - Cow is respectful but calf is best managed on its own.
4/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother but aware of her.
5/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother with no concern.

Foot Score:
Canadian Angus Association has outlined a set of parameters 
which collectively serve as the foot guidelines.  Please find this 
at the back of the catalogue.  Please utilize this tool with caution 
as it does not represent movement further up the kinetic chain 
into the pastern and hock and hip. It also DOES NOT serve as 
a soundness or length of service scale. We utilize it purely as 
an assessment tool not a marketing tool. It is solely utilized as 
a representation of our animals mechanical make up for full 
disclosure to our customers.

How to Participate in a FarmGate Timed Auction 

After you are at the FarmGate Timed Auction site click the LOGIN/
REGISTRATION button. 

First time FarmgGate users: 
First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out 
the registration form to signup for a free user account and it allows you to 
select a username and password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions.  
(please note due to some of the text notification features the FarmGate 
Time Auction Site requires a new account separate account from your 
DLMS Live sale site)
•	 After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message 

with a pin code to verify your account. 
•	 On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go 

to your profile and confirm your notifications are set to YES. This allows 
the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out 
bid and if there is activity on your favorite lots. 

Returning FarmgGate users: 
•	 If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter your 

user name and password to continue. After you have logged in you are 
able to browse the timed auctions on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions. 

How to Bid in a Timed Auction 
Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is 
verified you are able to bid on an upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you 
are interested in bidding on. After you have found the lot there are 2 
options for bidding on the lot.
•	 Place Next Bid – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in 

the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after you review 
the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed. 

•	 Max Bid Amount – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second 
box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place Bid” button 
and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions 
your bid will be placed as the next bid.  With the Max Bid placed the 
computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount 
you have placed.  This can be a great feature if you are not able to give 
100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do 
not miss out on any lots you want to purchase. The Max Bid amount is 
completely confidential from the seller during the sale process. 

Example of How the Max Bid Works
If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into 
the system, the computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids 
$2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system 
will look after your interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is 
on at $3600, your proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer 

have the winning bid on this lot without 
once again logging in and bidding 
again or moving your attention to a 
second lot of interest.   Please note that 
in some cases a lot value can change 
very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on 
the same lot competing against each 
other. 

Watch List Feature 
If you have items in multiple auctions 
or only a few from the same auction 
that you want to watch with out having to scroll through the entire list 
you can add the lots to your watchlist.  On each lot you will see the “eye” 
button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” Icon that item is 
added to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your favorite lots 
in this sale or on the entire site. 

Sale Ending / Closeout 
Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended 
bidding. 

What is Racehorse Style Close?
Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended 
bidding.  This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change to a different 
lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to extended bidding.

How will Extended Bidding works?
When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with 
any bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock.  This type of extended 
bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. Extended bidding 
allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders 
the same time to make a decision.   Always follow the clock to see how 
much time remains in the sale you are interested in. 

Bidding Close & Follow-up 
After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 
5 min the computer will declare the sale finished. Following the close 
typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will contact all 
winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer of pedigrees and delivery/
Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning bidding you can contact the sale 
consignor / sale manager to confirm payment instructions.

Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you 
are the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is sent to Sale 
manager and/or Sale consignor. 
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Jaymarandy NC MRV Treasury 9H is a herd bull. Although he is a joint 
venture by myself and some great young American cattlemen I call 
great friends, he was created in our program from the always consistent 
Jaymarandy Grace 640D. Did I mention this bull is a herd bull? He has 
been all along. His big, powerful Limousin recip dam gave him slightly 
more birth weight than his flush brothers had but she gave him some 
equally powerful weaning performance. Post weaning he hasn’t looked 
back. He is the highest weaning adjust bull with the second highest 
yearling adjust. He has excellent feet, has hair to spare and will be the 
kind that increase your bottom line. Not just big middled but he has the 
ability to flat out convert feed into beef. He excels at what every single 
one of them should. Last year’s high selling bull to the Shepell family from 
Prime Ridge Stock Farms is a full sib to Treasury. One of our resident herd 
sires, Jayamarandy Lights and Sirens 911G is also a flush mate to Treasury.  
This is as consistent as it gets.

  CONNEALY CONSENSUS 
 CONNEALY EARNAN 076E BRAZILA OF CONANGA 3991 839A 
BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040 S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035 
 E A ROSE 918 E A ROSE 738
  EXAR UPWARD 1728B 
 JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A JUSTAMERE S036 MABLE 935W 
JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D PF HOOVER DAM 041 
 YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

1 JAYMARANDY NC MRV Treasury 9H

JLMA 9H          2180111          February 6, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
6.0 1.3 58 98 21
BW: 92 lbs         ADJ WW: 850 lbs         ADJ YW: 1360 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: * 
Foot Score: Claw 4; Angle 5 Frame Score: 5.9

Brooking Bank Note 4040
Sire

Jaymarandy Grace JLMA 640D
Dam

Jaymarandy True North
Flush Mate

Jaymarandy Lights And Sirens 911G 
Flush Mate

Youngdale Grace 169B
Granddam
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Jaymarandy High Country is a bigger framed bull with good performance 
and a sub 90 pound BW. He grew well as a natural calf out of one of 
our donor cows, Jaymarandy Grace 640D. He is bold and correct from 
his head to his heels. He is full of red meat and does so in as an ideal 
inverted wedge as there could possibly be. If his sire was not a staple 
here and his maternal sib was not seeing service here he would stay a 
member of our arsenal. When I look for bulls to add to our program I 
look for them to have the rear leg set up that this one has. He is legit 
perfect at the ground with a soft 45 degree pastern and works his way 
up with a 45 degree shoulder and hock. He is muscular, long made with 
ideal softness and his mother and second mother are the goods. These 
cows are serious about the cow business. If you are in the business with a 
visual assessment as your starting point then start here. The bonus is his 
incredibly well balanced numbers. Herd bull. 

  SITZ TRAVELER 8180 
 S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 BOYD FOREVER LADY 8003 
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE RITO 6EM3 OF 4L1 EMBLAZON 
 EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698 EXAR BLACKBIRD 4448
  EXAR UPWARD 1728B 
 JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A JUSTAMERE S036 MABLE 935W 
JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D PF HOOVER DAM 041 
 YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

2 JAYMARANDY High Country 2H

JLMA 2H          2144033          January 5, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
5.0 1.8 58 96 29
BW: 89 lbs         ADJ WW: 755 lbs         ADJ YW: 1296 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: * 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 5 Frame Score: 6.2

Jaymarandy Grace JLMA 640D
Dam

Youngdale Grace 169B
Granddam
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Here is a really complete bull made well to the ground from another 
of Justamere Maximum daughters. This is her first calf and she did a 
wonderful job. She is ideal in size and has the perfect udder for years 
and years of production. We began moving our breeding into the later 
fall to produce more mature bulls without having to winter them twice 
like a two year old bull would need to be. Which brings up fertility again.  
Early conception is a goal here at Jaymarandy and heifers calving at 21-23 
months is considered a goal achieved. Come breeding time these extra 
age bulls will be a minimum of 16 months old and will be plenty big to 
perform as herd bulls. Great West has the added power of a herd bull and 
has herd bull testicle development. His sire, Brooking Firebrand is also 
highly regarded due to his extended pedigree of championship winning 
Annie K females and his very own ability to sire foot quality, testicle size 
and females of high acceptance.

  CONNEALY EARNAN 076E 
 BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040 E A ROSE 918 
BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068 S A V BEST INTEREST 0136 
 BROOKING ANNIE K 390 SOO LINE ANNIE K 9165
  EXAR UPWARD 1728B 
 JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A JUSTAMERE S036 MABLE 935W 
JAYMARANDY HAZEL 803F  A A R REALLY WINDY 1205 
 V D A R HAZEL 7506 V D A R HAZEL 1366

3 JAYMARANDY Great West 9007G

JLMA 9007G          2144021          December 10, 2019

CE BW WW YW Milk
-2.0 3.4 48 79 24

BW: 86 lbs         ADJ WW: 695 lbs         ADJ YW: 1184 lbs
DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: * 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 6 Frame Score: 5.0

Brooking Firebrand 6068
Sire
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Consistency, fertility, longevity in production are all excellent adjectives 
to describe the extended maternal pedigree of Gone Rogue. His grand 
mother gets is done annually. His mother puts a great foot on her calves 
and puts them together with balance and soundness. This year she 
was recognized highly by producing the record high selling female in 
the history of the longest running Angus cow sale in Manitoba history,  
The Keystone Klassic. Her daughter, Jaymarandy Grace 901G sold for 
$27,500 to Beaman X6 Ranches of Colorado and Clinton Laflin of Kansas.  
Previously she put a son into the program of long time commercial cattle 
supporter of ours, Sliwarsky Ranching. Gone Rogue is a double digit 
calving ease bull with a top 5% CED and BW EPD with a 9 for CEM. GR is a 
heifer pen candidate that will leave you extra pounds to sell in the fall with 
the bonus of style and muscle shape.

  SITZ TRAVELER 8180 
 S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 BOYD FOREVER LADY 8003 
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE RITO 6EM3 OF 4L1 EMBLAZON 
 EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698 EXAR BLACKBIRD 4448
  HOOVER DAM 
 PF HOOVER DAM 041 P F QUEEN MOTHER 446 
JAYMARANDY GRACE 510C YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W 
 YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

4 JAYMARANDY Gone Rogue 9008G

JLMA 9008G          2144024          December 16, 2019

CE BW WW YW Milk
11.0 -0.9 49 80 22

BW: 70 lbs         ADJ WW: 679 lbs         ADJ YW: 1184 lbs
DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: *** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 4 Frame Score: 5.5

Jaymarandy Grace 901G
High Selling Female of Keystone Klassic 2020
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Jaymarandy Long Cut is one of those bulls that has the extras. The extra 
good looks, the extra presence, the extra calving ease, the extra good 
mother, the extra maternal industry acceptance. One look at this guy’s 
mother and grandmother would be enough to make you want him.  
He’s a 3/4 sib in blood to Lot 4 and his mother has done so much good 
for us. Described by many as “an ideal Angus cow” her, natural as can 
be photo, says more that a 1000 words. She is moderate framed, big 
bodied, clean made in her front end and has a picture perfect udder. Her 
daughter that was purchased by MJT Cattle Company is the epitome of 
an Angus cow and from first contact with Tia Schram after purchasing her 
Copenhagen Smile daughter in last year’s sale is that she is excited to 
see her in production and saddened by the fact she was not able to show 
her this year. Two commercial sons of 85B previously sold to Joel Bartel 
from Roblin, MB and another to Josh Johannson from Woodlands, MB.  
Both of these gentlemen are good young commercial producers. There 
is consistency in females going into purebred programs and sons going 
into strong commercial programs. Buy with confidence here. Calving 
ease, balance and great visual presence.  

  SITZ TRAVELER 8180 
 S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 BOYD FOREVER LADY 8003 
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE RITO 6EM3 OF 4L1 EMBLAZON 
 EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698 EXAR BLACKBIRD 4448
  YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X 
 YOUNG DALE ZIKOMO 79Z YOUNG DALE BLACKBIRD 62P 
YOUNG DALE GRACE 85B YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W 
 YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

5 JAYMARANDY Long Cut 9009G

JLMA 9009G          2145701          December 28, 2019

CE BW WW YW Milk
7.0 0.2 48 72 25
BW: 70 lbs         ADJ WW: 715 lbs         ADJ YW: 1181 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: *** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 7 Frame Score: 5.6

JLMA 808E
Maternal Sister

JLMA 915G
Maternal Sister

Young Dale Grace 85B
Dam
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What can one say about a bull calf that is two times line bred to the highest 
income earning cow in the entire Angus breed in the entire world? That 
is right, he is line bred two times to 4136 who is a $10 million USD cow 
in income and has had more sons grace the pages of AI catalogues than 
any other. His sire, S A V Rainfall came from the record smashing valued 
flush of Schaff’s Angus Valley and has quickly become the go to bull when 
its heifer breeding time and with good reason. He gets the job done on 
heifers and doesn’t knock the performance out of them. Take Jaymarandy 
Rainfall for instance: 64 lb BW to 608 lbs at weaning with an outstanding 
leap to 1300+ lbs for yearling. This guy hit feed and he filled out his 
incredibly long frame in no time. His mother has a show quality udder 
and is a big powerful cow that I really am pleased to have purchased. She 
is slightly larger framed than the majority of our cows at the same age but 
she is made so well and is really good footed. I feel she will be a pound 
maker in the future. She is from the North Perth Barbara cow family that 
has become very well known and very well respected in the recent past 
for their production and visual appraisal. Beautiful cows. This bull will give 
you the sleep you need when calving cows.

  O C C PAXTON 730P 
 COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 BOHI ABIGALE 6014 
S A V RAINFALL 6846 S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 
 S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136 S A V MAY 2397
  S A V REGISTRY 2831 
 S A V SENSATION 5615 S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136 
NORTH PERTH BARBARA 850 S A V NET WORTH 4200  
 NORTH PERTH BARBARA 011 NORTH PERTH MISS BARB 232T

6 JAYMARANDY Rainfall 9010G

JLMA 9010G          2145942          December 31, 2019

CE BW WW YW Milk
11.0 -0.1 56 115 22

BW: 64 lbs         ADJ WW: 608 lbs         ADJ YW: 1337 lbs
DDAC Score: 3/5 Calving Ease: *** 
Foot Score: Claw 5; Angle 6 Frame Score: 5.0

S A V Rainfall 6846
Sire

North Perth Barbara 850
Dam
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Jaymarandy Night Sweats is a bull that is easy to fall for. Long made with 
ideal foot and leg structure, excellent in his skull design with optimal visual 
value and big herd bull testicles. His sire has made such amazing females 
and maintained the right kind of udders on them and will see AI service 
in our program in the future. He produced really nice commercial and 
purebred bulls and his offspring fit really well into out Lim-Flex program.  
He never gave up an ounce of muscle and maintained the eye appeal and 
maternal focus. This is another bull we would love to add to our program 
but we cannot utilize them all. His mother is ideal in size, with an excellent 
udder and is an ET daughter of the great Coleman Charlo 0256 from the 
Young Dale Angus program. Her flush mate has entered our own embryo 
program and is a strong production cow also. Look to this bull to be the 
one you keep every single daughter from. If they are anything like the 
paternal sibs and anything like the maternal pedigree they will be great.  
That is essentially a given.

  SITZ UPWARD 307R 
 EXAR UPWARD 1728B EXAR BLACKCAP 7784 
JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A EXG LUTTON S036 R3 
 JUSTAMERE S036 MABLE 935W A CROSS MABLE A600
  O C C PAXTON 730P 
 COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 BOHI ABIGALE 6014 
YOUNG DALE TILDA 736E YOUNG DALE TOUCH DOWN 36M 
 YOUNG DALE TILDA 4P YOUNG DALE TILDA 97L

7 JAYMARANDY Night Sweats 6H

JLMA 6H          2144052          January 16, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
5.0 1.6 50 86 25
BW: 80 lbs         ADJ WW: 762 lbs         ADJ YW: 1254 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: ** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 6 Frame Score: 4.9

Young Dale Grace 733E
Dam’s Flush Mate

Jaymarandy Grace JLMA 640D
Paternal Sibling
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One thing you will find if you spend enough time with us is that we 
make demands that the udder quality on our cows be as close to ideal 
as possible. We want a flat bottom with a defined rear ligament for 
separation and teats that are an inch and a half in length and no more 
that an inch in diameter at the base.  It is a hard task to accomplish but it 
is one we work towards every single breeding season. This description is 
exactly what this young powerhouse’s mother has for an udder. That and 
she is ideal in size and shape also. He is line bred Pollyanna cow family 
and backed by the power bull, PA Powertool. He is moderate in his stature 
and thick, thick, thick. Every last bit of this guy is muscle.  He is big in his 
middle, in his rib and his rear end. He is very visually appealing too.

  S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 
 JAYMARANDY HARD EVIDENCE 626D EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698 
JAYMARANDY FREESTYLE 809F YOUNG DALE BELIEVE 46B 
 YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 6D YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 68S
  G A R PREDESTINED 
 PA POWER TOOL 9108 SHAMROCKS BEEBEE QUEEN 3095 
YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 739E S A V 004 PREDOMINANT 4438 
 YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 78S YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 24P

8 JAYMARANDY Freestyle 10H

JLMA 10H          2175873          February 7, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
5.0 2.0 54 88 22
BW: 81 lbs         ADJ WW: 748 lbs         ADJ YW: 1277 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: ** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 7 Frame Score: 4.9

Jaymarandy Freestyle 809F
Sire
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Another Jaymarandy Freestyle son that traces back to one of the breed’s 
greatest female makers, Leachman Right Time. His maternal grandsire is 
WMR Timeless 458 and he is a big powerful bull that raises big powerful 
calves. He presently still is placed in the top 1% of the breed for WW and 
YW and top 7% of REA and Carcass Wt while still being in the top 7% of 
heifer pregnancy. Sounds very versatile. The dam of Freestyle 14H is a big, 
long, and loose made cow with abundant hair and excellent feet. She is 
a performance oriented cow that offers power with a functional maternal 
crossover. Freestyle 14H has a pedigree with plenty of performance,  
an incredible amount of hair, depth of side and a powerful masculine 
front end.

  S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004 
 JAYMARANDY HARD EVIDENCE 626D EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698 
JAYMARANDY FREESTYLE 809F YOUNG DALE BELIEVE 46B 
 YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 6D YOUNG DALE POLLYANNA 68S
  LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME 338-5605 
 WMR TIMELESS 458 WMR BLACKCAP 521 
YOUNG DALE PEG 719E YOUNG DALE KONG 19M 
 YOUNG DALE PEG 77P BT PEG 558J

9 JAYMARANDY Freestyle 14H

JLMA 14H          2175874          February 20, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
-2.0 4.6 57 94 18

BW: 90 lbs         ADJ WW: 710 lbs         ADJ YW: 1287 lbs
DDAC Score: 3/5 Calving Ease: ** 
Foot Score: Claw 5; Angle 6 Frame Score: 5.6

Jaymarandy Freestyle 809F
Sire
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The first time we have ever offered G-Man offspring in our sales and we 
couldn’t be more happy with the two available. In fact we are so pleased 
he will be our go to herd bull until he heads back West to Severtson Land 
and Cattle. Just like his sire, Jaymarndy G-Man is deep in his profile, free 
and loose in his design and should be a strong fit to manage the heifer 
pen detail. His mother is an ideal sized Angus cow that is a very easy 
keeping cow that sold another of her sons to Dusty Ridge Stock Farms 
of Winkler, MB in our 2019 offering and a daughter now owned by Rhys 
Huber in Alberta which sold in last year’s offering. In speaking with the 
Harder’s it appears that they are well pleased with him. Rhys indicates the 
female will be a big building block for their purebred program also. 15H 
is a bull designed around balance whose maternal pedigree originated 
in the Van Dyke Angus program in Montana. If you don’t know what their 
program is about I can tell you it is strictly operated on a 42 day calving 
window, is built around cow fertility and maternal make up. This would be 
a strong candidate for replacement females.

  HF SIMULATOR 62Z 
 HF G-MAN 29B HF ECHO 178W 
SEVERTSON G-MAN 288E BAR-E-L X-CEL 7X 
 SEVERTSON ZIMMIE 90Z P.J.MAC ZIMMIE RELOAD
  EXAR UPWARD 1728B 
 JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A JUSTAMERE S036 MABLE 935W 
JAYMARANDY HAZEL JLMA 647D A A R REALLY WINDY 1205 
 V D A R HAZEL 7506 V D A R HAZEL 1366

10 JAYMARANDY G-Man 15H

JLMA 15H          2175870          February 20, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
5.0 1.7 41 73 24
BW: 85 lbs         ADJ WW: 691 lbs         ADJ YW: 1244 lbs

DDAC Score: 4/5 Calving Ease: ** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 6 Frame Score: 6.3

Severtson G-Man 288E
Sire
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Wheat King is a pretty excellent way to round out a bull offering. He’s the 
youngest one we have to sell and he is one of the best. He is long, soft 
made, docile, functional and has a herd bull front end and skull.  He has 
been a pleasure to watch grow along side his mother. MF Erica came to 
us from a sale in Oklahoma after originating in the Marshall and Fenner 
program in Missouri. Again, she is a long bodied, larger framed female 
with a nice udder when in full lactation and is full of character and muscle. 
Her sire is a Denver champion that has seen extensive semen sales 
through Genex CRI and is one of their sexed semen bulls as his daughters 
are just that good. After seeing how she developed and the calf she was 
raising early on we utilized her for a flush cow this spring. Wheat King is 
another bull I would not blink before saying I would use him here in our 
program. Our program is smaller in size so the opportunity is yours to 
benefit from. He was our second highest weaning weight bull calf and 
was our #1 yearling weight bull and he has the EPD profile to back it up.  
Top 9% WW with top 15% YW and top 10% MM. He is a well rounded 
individual, appealing to view, is backed by a really strong first calving and 
now donor female and is very deserving of a long production career.

  HF SIMULATOR 62Z 
 HF G-MAN 29B HF ECHO 178W 
SEVERTSON G-MAN 288E BAR-E-L X-CEL 7X 
 SEVERTSON ZIMMIE 90Z P.J.MAC ZIMMIE RELOAD
  S A V BRILLIANCE 8077 
 PVF INSIGHT 0129 PVF MISSIE 790 
MF ERICA 8080 BUFORD MEATWAGON Z406 
 MF ERICA 6060 MF ERICA 3008

11 JAYMARANDY Wheat King 16H

JLMA 16H          2175871          February 23, 2020

CE BW WW YW Milk
2.5 2.9 63 105 27
BW: 80 lbs         ADJ WW: 849 lbs         ADJ YW: 1431 lbs

DDAC Score: 5/5 Calving Ease: ** 
Foot Score: Claw 6; Angle 6 Frame Score: 5.8

Severtson G-Man 288E
Sire

MF Erica 8080
Dam
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Jaymarandy Gives Back!
Leonard Angus Memorial 

We started a “Give Back Program” in honour of my late father, 
Leonard Angus. What we started was a program where any junior 
that purchases from us would be put into a draw to receive one 
of two slots in a Kirk Steirwalt Fitting Clinic anywhere that is close 
and convenient for them at no cost to them. My dad found great 
joy in seeing his grandchildren develop in the cattle industry 
and went through great efforts to see that his family was able to 
enjoy the great experiences that the industry has available. My 
mother, Ruth Angus and my wife, Elisabeth and myself would 
like to acknowledge Brock Sigurdson of MacGregor Manitoba 
with one of these clinic slots in the fall of 2021.

Brock Sigurdson

First Time Fishing Farming Is Serious Business Maybe Not Always Serious

Finn Has A Way With Them

Kiss A Fish For Me It’s A Canadian Thing Mischievous Smile
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High Selling Females

JAYMARANDY Grace 901G

Keystone Klassic 2020 High 
Selling Female

3/4 Interest For $27,500

JAYMARANDY Grace 4H

Premier and Guests Falls 
View Production Sale

3/4 Interest For $12,000



Notes
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Females of Future Production


